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Vision
From the General Manager

Ron Hunter

The month of April is a busy time on the farm and in town as we are all
getting started with this spring season. Things have been busy at Ag Valley, as well.
April is the month that a horde of auditors descend on Ag Valley to measure grain and look at its
quality, prove our count on inventory, and go through Jeff and his staff’s records with a fine tooth
comb looking for errors and omissions that would affect our recorded financials. We are happy to
report that our financials are correct and that Ag Valley has recorded another year in the books
with a local profit at the Co-op. Local profits reflect how the Co-op performed without the help of
regional patronage. Local profits create the ability for the Co-op to invest in assets and return cash
to members.
2016 was the beginning of a transition at Ag Valley that had to take place to keep the Coop viable in this new marketing era. We have consolidated facilities that we used as delivery hubs.
Many of our facilities overlap customer groups. Therefore, we had equipment from multiple facilities passing each other to do customer work in the same area. We installed a program called Razor Tracking on our equipment that helps dispatchers monitor applicators and tender trucks for
area separation and create efficient use of equipment in specific areas so equipment can cover
more acres per day. In the heat of the spring rush, time is of the essence and efficient use of
equipment means timely application for producers.
2016/17 was a year of change that was spread out over the year affecting the employee
group as well as operational practices. The ability to turn in local earnings with lower margins is a
reflection of the changes that were made during the year, but the full value of the changes will be
reflected in this fiscal year. Barring dry weather that would hamper crop production, I expect Ag
Valley will perform much better this year verses last. Ag Valley is doing more with less reflected in
the volume of inputs sold and bushels marketed. We expect Ag Valley’s volume numbers to increase again this year as we reduce our cost of doing business and create more favorable pricing
for our member/customers. The asset additions in our grain division and the updated automation
at the agronomy plant in Norton are investments that will help as we continue our quest for lower
operating cost.
The year that Ag Valley finished on February 28th had $14 million of asset investments for
the benefit of Ag Valley members. The new dry plant was a major part of the investments that
came online throughout last year. The plant has been shipping blended fertilizer every day since
coming online. Other additions were grain assets that allowed Ag Valley to handle a large fall crop
that gave Ag Valley a record year for bushels marketed at just short of 51 million bushels.
Ag Valley continues to grow as the Co-op and its members work together to produce and
market. I think that is the way the cooperative system was designed. Thanks for your business.
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Grain Report

Fran Thooft

I would like to thank everyone that attended one of our grain marketing
meetings. Jim Warren does a great job of presenting what is going on in the marketplace.
Wish there was more bullish news to talk about. As we go into the 2017 marketing year there
is still a lot of things to think about. Fundamental news and fund buying remains a vehicle for
price rallies. South American Soybean crop continues to get larger. Seems like we are far
enough along now that the South American crop is close to being made. Dollar strength, US
exports and the Trump administration are things to be watching. The bearish news is old
news; traders are waiting for any new factors to trade on. Time will tell and weather will be
volatile throughout the growing season. Technical buying provides support in corn. Trumpanomics will influence the market both directions. A warm spell for the U.S. Plains will cause a
portion of the region's hard red winter wheat to come out of dormancy which sets the stage
for concern if extreme cold would revisit the area. Make sure to get you grain offers in place if
you have prices in mind. We will continue to see market volatility. There has been some new
crop pricing done at the $3.25-$3.60 area. Soybeans we have had guys start at anything above
$9 and our recent high was 9.49. May be a good place to start getting some grain priced.
Now is a good time to follow your grain marketing plan.
USDA will issue its monthly crop report on March 9th. The next big USDA report will be
March 31st Grain stocks and we get a look at prospective plantings for the 2017 year. We
keep hearing reports of increased soybean acres do to price and less input cost. Will corn rally
going into spring time to buy acres? Wheat acres are down in the area 10-15% so what gets
planted in those acres?
February is the pricing month for crop insurance. Last year Dec corn average was 3.86
compared to $3.97 so far, this month. Soybeans last year $8.85 and compared to the average
so far, this month. $10.22.
Thanks for allowing us to earn your business. Be sure to check your bins. With the
warm temperatures, we have had lately this could start to create some issues. Ag Valley has
trucks to help move your farm stored grain. Give us a call.

Jim Warren presenting what’s
going on in the marketplace at
the Grain Marketing Meeting
in Edison on Feb. 23rd.
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Safety Report

Ken Moore

DRIVING IN FOG
Fog is a cloud formed at the surface of the earth made of tiny droplets suspended in the
air. The greatest problem from fog is visibility. Heavy fog is defined as visibility below
one quarter of a mile. A “Dense Fog Advisory” means that dense fog has reduced visibility to one quarter mile or less within the advisory area.
With recent weather conditions being unpredictable at best, please consider the following tips for driving in foggy weather conditions:
















If possible, find a safe location off the roadway and wait for conditions to improve.
Slow down and do not drive faster than your vision.
Be cautious, fog can become thicker without warning and without
Ag Valley Coop
being noticed until it is too late to react.
Board of Directors
Increase following distance to ensure enough reaction time and
Dale Cramer
Cambridge
stopping distance.
Turn on all your lights-including your hazard lights. Use low beam LaVern Banzhaf Cambridge
headlights and fog lights. Avoid the use of high beam headlights.
Steve Downer
Cambridge
Use windshield wipers and defroster as necessary to maximize visiTom Hansen
Wellfleet
bility.
Be ready for emergency stops by other vehicles.
Curtis Lowry
Almena, KS
Turn off your cruise control so you are in control of your vehicle.
Drew tenBensel Arapahoe
Be especially cautious at intersections, if you can’t see vehicles at
Dennis
Indianola
intersections as you approach, they can’t see you either, and may McConville
proceed into or across your lane of traffic.
Tyler Ruf
Cambridge
Use the right edge of the road or roadside reflectors as a guide.
Mark Miller
North Platte
Before entering a roadway in the fog, listen for traffic that you
can’t see.
Travis Theobald Beaver City
Remember that other drivers have limited sight distance and that Leon Ehrke
Stamford
fog makes the road wet, possibly affecting traction and braking.
Big Springs
Signal all turns early, and when applying brakes, do so in a progres- Darrell Zorn
Wade
Eustis
sive controlled fashion, not all of a sudden.
Kloepping
Watch out for slow-moving and parked vehicles.

Remember to practice safety. Don’t learn it by accident.

Lee Juenemann

Norton, KS

Doug Snyder

McCook

Phone Numbers
Edison

Oxford Ampride

Arapahoe

Bartley

Big Springs

Cambridge

800-228-1352

308-824-3850

877-250-2049

308-692-3444

308-889-3323

866-339-4057

Curtis C-Store

North Platte

Holbrook

Indianola

Maywood Fert.

Maywood

800-416-5795

800-303-7636

308-493-5690

800-762-1589

888-418-4443

800-233-4551

Logan

Norton Fertilizer Orleans

Oxford

Eustis

Wilsonville

308-636-2929

785-877-5900

308-473-4075

308-824-3431

308-486-3221

308-349-9001

Norton Elevator

Norton Station

Clayton, KS

785-877-5131

785-877-5188

785-693-4522
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Water Resources Department

Don Masten

Ag Valley Water Resources is proud to be using AirScout to assist the University of Nebraska with their crop and drought research at the North Platte Extension facility by flying the fields that are in the program. Also, the North Platte group is conducting a competition between 30 growers from the area to produce the highest rate of return
this season. Ag Valley, along with AirScout, will be providing those producers with Thermal
Images. Dr. Daran Rudnick and Brian Sutton are shown reviewing the program for the 2017
season (picture taken by Don Masten).

Below: Jeff Raikes receives a lifetime award for his service to the Daugherty Water for Food Global Institute. He
grew up on a farm near Ashland, NE and was the developer of Microsoft Office software. He is a past CEO of the
Gates Foundation and current CEO of the Raikes Foundation.

Above: The Water for Food Conference
held in Lincoln, NE in April 2017.
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